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Abstract:
International standards for safety-critical applications are driving the state of
the art for designers, providing necessary guidelines to ensure and achieve the
required dependability constrains. Reliability, on-line testing and functional-
safety are becoming relevant aspects. This study aims at improving the
dependability of safety-critical Multi Processors System-on-Chip (MPSoC),
focusing on automotive field. Three main topics have been addressed with
industrial partners for enriching the state of the art on dependability field and
for turning research results into business applications.
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On-Line Self-Test:
ECC logic is a redundancy module and it is not very intuitive a classification of
ECC logic faults according to a produced effect. A fault taxonomy and a new
kind of fault labeled as “Latent Fault”. A Latent Fault is a fault visible only in
presence on another fault. For ECC, Latent Faults are the faults of the correction
logic of the decoder. It uses a debugger module for injecting memory
corruptions on Random Access Memory (RAM), thus the faults inside the ECC
logic are exited and are observed using load and store operations. The target of
ECC testing topic has been an Automotive SoC by STMicroelectronics.

Functional Safety:

Comprehensive methodology for
comparing the electrical stress strength
of a Burn-In (BI) test. The novelty of
our study with respect to prior works
consists in a strategy that considers
several kinds of measurements: circuit
activity, internal temperature and
current consumption generated by the
execution of a stress procedure.

Comprehensive methodology for
comparing the electrical stress
strength. The novelty of our study
with respect to prior works consists
in a strategy that considers several
kinds of measurements: circuit
activity, internal temperature and
current consumption generated by
the execution of a stress procedure.

Maximization of functional stress by using a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
and leveraging on cache memories. The DMA performs a march test on the
flash memory while the cache enables the parallelization and speeds-up the
functional stress program.

Introduction of a set of
monitoring features able to collect
information about BI criticalities
that are responsible for false fails
detection, potentially causing
recycling and reducing the yield.

Two-layered scheduling technique to
optimize the stress application during the
flash cycling phase and to reduce
dramatically the length of the overall BI test
phase; adaptive techniques are working
both at chip and test equipment levels.

System Level Test (SLT) often complements the other steps of a test flow,
which include Wafer Sort, Burn-In and Final Test, using functional test. The
functional test complements the structural test because it covers some defects
that structural test does not detect. My work aims at providing a solution to
rearrange the test flow merging the BI and the SLT in a single step. Moreover,
my work presents a way for accessing to the Design for testability (DfT)
structures using the JTAG interface. The main goal of the combination of the
BI and SLT in a single step is the reduction of Test Cost

How to reach enough level of fault coverage during in field lifetime of a device
requires a lot of attention today. This work proposes an new strategy for the in-
field testing of automotive devices, the innovative idea is to perform a
concurrently Software-Based Self-Test (SBST) and Logic Build-In Self-Test
(LBIST) procedures. In more details, this strategy is based on the following
features and scheduling principles:
1. the processor inside a System-on-Chip has its own SBST library
2. the system includes a Logic BIST, connected through a multiplexing logic
3. the LBIST is activated during the SBST execution, LBIST aims at self-testing

the modules that the SBST library doesn’t test by the current procedure.

With the growth of safety-critical concerns in multiple markets, functional
safety is becoming a relevant issue also in VLSI hardware development. I relied
on ISO 26262 and IEC 61508 standards to develop a parametric framework for
Failure Mode Effect and Diagnostic Analysis (FMEDA). The framework allows
users to evaluate safety metrics of a system depending on the activation/de-
activation of some safety requirements at system level and tuning other
parameters.
The framework has been developed to protect the internal information about
the intellectual properties of the semiconductor vendor while customers can
customize safety related parameters
to tailor results to the Automotive
Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) of
their target application.
Finally, the framework becomes an
industrial tool used in the
production of Xilinx on Zynq
Ultrascale+ MPSoC


